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1
REVITALIZING THE POLITICAL 

ECONOMY OF HEALTH 
AND HEALTHCARE 

IN A CONTEXT OF CRISIS
David Primrose and Rodney Loeppky

Exasperated by the teleological assumption of neoclassical economics that, free from government 
‘intervention’, markets will eventually return to equilibrium, John Maynard Keynes (2013 [1923]: 
65) sardonically quipped: ‘in the long run we are all dead’. The ongoing Global Coronavirus  Crisis 
(GCC) – the most pervasive and lethal epidemiological calamity since the 1918–19 Spanish  Influenza 
pandemic – has recently reinforced a parallel, if more morbid, precept. As recurrently demonstrated 
throughout the history of capitalism (Szreter 2005; Leys 2009; Chernomas and Hudson 2013), the 
GCC grimly confirmed that restructuring socio-ecological life around market processes increases 
the likelihood of illness and death in the short run, too. Put differently, contrary to the assumption of 
both mainstream political discourse and media outlets, the pernicious health impacts of the Crisis are 
not merely biological in character – the deadly result of an easily transmissible pathogen run ram-
pant. Nor are they simply the inadvertent product of collective individual irrationality and reckless-
ness in flouting government directives to wear masks and isolate. Rather, the global health disaster 
engendered by the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus cannot be understood removed from the wide-
reaching institutionalization and deepening of pro-market neoliberal programs in place since the 
1970s (Primrose et al. 2020; Luisetti 2022; Sparke and Williams 2022; Wamsley and Benatar 2023).

Four decades of neoliberal efforts to restructure socio-ecological spheres through a narrowly 
economistic lens have, ultimately, intensified the scope of the pandemic in at least three ways. First, 
the commodification of healthcare systems – reorienting them from public goods to profit-making 
domains – lessened both the accessibility and quality of healthcare services. States have been left 
ill-equipped to handle a public health crisis on the scale of COVID-19, with hospital capacity 
scaled back, essential healthcare components privatized or outsourced, and austerity imposed on 
health budgeting, particularly following the Global Financial Crisis of 2007/08 (Schrecker and 
Bambra 2015; Labonté and Stuckler 2016; Fouskas and Gokay 2020; Navarro 2020).

Second, diminished public investment in infrastructure, equipment, vaccine research and 
 development, and medicines has occasioned states to cede ground on preventative medicine, instead 
relying on pharmaceutical companies to devise strategies for a pathogenic response.  Typically, the 
for-profit imperatives of the pharmaceutical sector have made it less inclined to invest in non-
remunerative research and development on infectious diseases or preventive medicine in general. 
Unless the state has been willing to bestow guaranteed revenues (such as those available under 
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so-called‘OperationWarpSpeed’intheUnitedStates),thedevelopmentofmoreprofitablepost 
facto treatmentsremainedthefocusofindustry(Harvey2020;Anderson2023).Third,neoliberal-
ismhasleftpopulationsbroadlyvulnerabletotheepidemic,bynegativelyinfluencingthesocial 
determinants of human health. By aggravating economic inequality, making work increasingly 
precarious, and undermining the quality and affordability of public services (such as public hous-
ing,childcare,andagedcare),significantportionsofthepopulationfacedhigherriskinrelationto
thepathogenandpossessedfewerresourcestocopewithitsconsequences(Navarro2020;Bambra
et al. 2021;DavyandDickinson2023).1

These outcomes correspond with the longer-term structural dynamics of global capitalism, 
which are marked by systemic contradictions. In particular, sustained capital accumulation de-
pends on the conditions of social reproduction, such as birthing and raising children, caring for 
friends and family, and preserving household and community networks. These very same necessi-
ties, however, tend to be undermined by the systemic compulsion of capitalism toward perpetual 
accumulation (Fraser 2016, 2022). Accordingly, while health and healthcare might be use values 
par excellence, they are of limited interest to capital unless they can be converted into exchange 
value,orotherwiseconfiguredtothepursuitofexpandingaccumulation(Doyal1979;Baer1982;
Leys2009). Indeed,prior to theoutbreakof theGCC, the rapidglobalizationof thecorporate
agri-food regime clearly contributed to the precipitous emergence and rapid dissemination of 
pathogensthroughitsongoingdisruptionandcommodificationoflocalsocio-ecologicalprocesses
(Wallace2016,2020;Akram-Lodhi2021;Waitzkin2021).Similarly,inthemidstofthepandemic,
capitalist states were frequently willing to risk the spread of infection and heightened mortality 
ratesasameanstomaintainaminimumlevelofaccumulation.Advicefrompublichealthofficials
around quarantine measures was often rebuffed to keep the non-essential economy open and/or en-
ableresumptionofregularproductionandconsumptionpractices(Knott2020;Leakeet al. 2020).

It is hard, in this context, to avoid the conclusion that death, disease, and ill-health are inexo-
rably interrelated with their political-economiccontext(Bambra2011;ChernomasandHudson
2013). Both individual and population health are structured by the complex interactions between 
ideas, interests, and institutions that are, in turn, inexorably interrelated with the material condi-
tions in which societies produce, distribute, exchange, consume, and reproduce. These political-
economic processes shape the capacity of the human body to reach its full potential, and the ability 
ofsocietytopreventdiseaseandcureillness.Accordingly,theyinfluenceallelementsofhuman
health – from food consumption and occupational health and safety, to inequality, healthcare, 
andhousing,andeventhebiophysicalconditionsinwhichhumanslive(Doyal1979;Leys2009;
Marya and Patel 2021).

Indeed, it was precisely this premise with which we hoped to engage when originally proposing 
the present book to Routledge in June 2019 – less than six months before the initial outbreak of 
SARS-CoV-2inWuhan.Priortothecrisis,asuiteofcomplexchallengesalreadyconfrontedthe
enduringhealthandwell-beingofhumanity:persistentoccupationalhealthandsafetydisasters;
decliningmentalhealthstandardsinmyriadsocialspheres;unevenaccesstoqualityhealthcare
services;andongoingconcernswiththespreadofHIV/AIDSinsub-SaharanAfrica,tonamebut
a few. As with the pandemic, these ‘health’ or ‘healthcare’ matters cannot be understood outside of 
their political-economic context. Rather, contemporary capitalism, particularly the extension of its 
neoliberal form, has proven to be a pivotal factor in constituting these phenomena (Schrecker and 
Bambra2015;SellandWilliams2020;Sparke2020).Accordingly,whilescholarlyandpolitical
attentiontotheefficacyofhealthcaresystemshasburgeonedoverthecourseofthepandemic,our
purposeinpreparingthisvolumewastocompileaseriesofcriticalreflectionsontheseabiding
political-economic determinants and their health-related implications.
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Among the explosion of valuable politically-minded health studies that have arisen in the last 
decade or so, there are simply no extensive samplings of the critical political economy of health 
and healthcare that might be of wide service to academics and practitioners alike. The Handbook 
aims to redress this lacuna by taking stock of established and cutting-edge theoretical approaches 
tothefield;thepolitical-economicdimensionsofkeycontemporaryissue-areasandtheirmani-
festation in geographically varied settings; and a plethora of alternative health and healthcare
configurationsforapost-neoliberal(evenpost-capitalist)world.Allofthishasbeendonewithan
open – somewhat agnostic – view of the boundaries of political economy, as a means to open the 
volumeasmuchaspossibletothediverseperspectivesandempiricalfocicomprisingthefield.
Indoingso,ourintentionistorevitalizescholarlyinterestinthepoliticaleconomyofhealthand
healthcare by demonstrating its epistemological pertinence for comprehending a range of pressing 
socialconcerns.Equally,weaspiretoexhibitthestrategicrelevanceofpoliticaleconomyasafield
of study for scholars and activists committed to transforming the world in more progressive, even 
radical, directions. Most obviously, this is manifest in multiple chapters establishing healthcare 
as a site of political contestation: between commercial forces seeking to commodify it further, 
and other movements striving to retain it as a public good and reduce extant gross inequalities 
of access. In both respects – as an invitation to intellectual controversy and stimulus for political 
activity – we hope that the book contributes to ‘illuminat[ing] the world in which we live so that 
wemayactinitintelligentlyandeffectively’(BaranandSweezy1966:27–8).

The contours of political economy

Beforereflectingon itsnovelcontribution tocriticalaccountsofmattersrelating tohealthand
healthcare, it isfirstnecessary todelineatebriefly thecontoursofpolitical economyasafield
of social inquiry. Political economy constitutes a critical social science, examining the complex 
constellation of interrelated factors that determine the material basis of human societies, both 
individually and collectively. Pertinently, this use of the term distinguishes it from its common 
deployment to refer to the normative study of government policies, as distinct from the study of 
‘economics’ as the study of market functions (e.g. Little 2002). It also remains distinct from the 
‘economics imperialism’ of particular traditions of neoclassical economics – such as the ‘public 
choice’ theories of James M. Buchanan and others at the Virginia School (see: Candela 2018) – 
whichusetheseprinciplestoexaminepublicpolicyprocesses(FineandMilonakis2009;Madra
and Adaman 2010). Accordingly, as understood in this book, political economy is not concerned 
with broadening the topics to which neoclassical economic tools are applied – in this case, to the 
study of health and healthcare (e.g. Furton et al. 2022). Rather, it constitutes a more complex ap-
proach to understand real-world economic issues. In this endeavor, it builds on a rich historical 
legacy, stretching back at least to the Physiocrats and Adam Smith in the Eighteenth Century, 
through scholars such as David Ricardo, Karl Marx, Thorstein Veblen, John Maynard Keynes, 
JoanRobinson,andJohnKennethGalbraith.Whiledivergingintheirconceptualandideological
orientations,thesefigurescommonlysoughttocomprehendtheprogressanddynamicsofsoci-
etythroughthestudyofaccumulation,growth,anddistributionprocesses(Stilwell2002,2023;
Stilwell et al. 2022b).

More concretely, political-economic inquiry may be understood – somewhat taxonomically – 
as grounded in at least four methodological commitments (Stilwell 2019). First, political econ-
omy entails critical engagement with mainstream economic thought, centered on a neoclassical 
theoryofhyper-rationalindividualseachseekingtomaximizetheirutilityandinteractinginself-
equilibrating markets. Such abstract and unrealistic accounts are devoid of social and historical 
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analysis, particularly due to their methodological individualism and implied separation between 
politicsandeconomics(Hodgson2001;Lawson2015).Assuch,theyprovidelittleexplanatory
insight into the complexity and unpredictability of real-world economic systems, especially that 
ofcapitalism(ArnspergerandVaroufakis2008;Fine2015;Westra2021).Second,politicalecono-
mists make the case for adopting alternative theoretical traditions that articulate more realistic and 
holistic accounts of economic processes as a means to comprehend their real-world complexity. 
Various ‘schools’ have developed in this regard, ranging from Marxism and institutionalism, to 
feminismandecologicaleconomics(see:Lee2009;Stilwellet al. 2022a).

Third, political economy embarks from the ontological proposition that real-world phenom-
ena do not fit neatly into boxes labeled ‘economy’, ‘society’, ‘politics’, and so forth. In turn,
practitioners seek to foster constructive transdisciplinary interchangeswithothersocialscientific
disciplines–suchasgeography,psychology,andsociology–andutilizeinsightsfromthemin
order to foster an interdisciplinary approach to the study of economic issues (Fine and Milonakis 
2009;Crespo2017).Fourth,andfinally,becauseitrecognizesthateconomicissuesareinexorably
entwinedwithsocio-ecologicalconcernsandpolitical judgments,politicaleconomyrecognizes 
that questions of ideologyinevitablypervadethestudyofthesematters(Myrdal1969;Fine1980;
Heilbroner1989;Jo2022).Accordingly,contrarytothepositive-normativedistinctioncommonly
deployed within neoclassical economics (see: Grivaux and Badiei 2022), it is futile to present the 
discipline as somehow ‘value-free’ (Davis 2022). Instead, the objective is to make these ideologies 
explicit and subject to scrutiny.

In practice, because political economy has been extended in distinct directions by different 
schools, its commitments have commonly engendered a broader scope of inquiry than that found 
in neoclassical economics. The latter attempts to replicate the formalism and universalism of the 
natural sciences, such that itnarrowly focusesonquestionsofallocativeefficiencyand stabil-
ity in markets (Mirowski 1991). Conversely, political economy adopts a more critical and social 
scientificepistemology,therebyopeningupmorecomplexlinesofresearchthatanalysestheinter-
relations between economic, political, social, cultural, historical, and ecological dynamics.

Two interrelated lines of substantive investigationmay be identified in this regard (Munro
2004: 146–7). First, political economy explores the complex provisioning processes through which 
goods, services, income, and wealth are produced, distributed, exchanged, and consumed within 
historically specific socio-economic systems, such as capitalismor communism (Lee2009; Jo
andTodorova2017;Stilwellet al. 2022b). It also examines the manner in which this provisioning 
processoccurswithinbothcommodifiedandnon-commodifiedsocialspheres(forinstance,within
the home, family, or community), thereby highlighting the necessary nexus between reproduc-
tionofhumanlifeandpreservationofsocio-economicexistence(Bhattacharya2017;Mezzadri
et al. 2022).Politicaleconomyaddresseshowtheorganizationoftheseprocessesisstructuredby
constellations of ideas, interests, and institutions, and the resulting winners and losers engendered 
bythisformation–particularlythroughexploringtheoperationofpowertherein(Stilwell2002;
Spies-Butcher et al. 2012). Second, political economy simultaneously explores the systemic im-
plicationsofsuchprovisioningprocesses.Itconsidershowtheirspecificsocietalconfigurations,
along with the imperatives arising from them, generate (often-contradictory) dynamics and power 
relations(suchasthoseofclass).These,inturn,influencethedirectionofvirtuallyallothersocio-
ecological structures – from family life and institutions of governance, to our collective function-
ingwithinextantbiophysicalarrangements(Moore2015;Ferguson2020).Thereby,itdeliberates
on the broader repercussions of these processes for the material reproduction of both humanity and 
the ecological systems we inhabit (Jo and Todorova 2017).
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Reconsidering the prevailing study of health and healthcare

Thechaptersinthisbookelaborateonthisagendaasameanstocomprehend,andrevitalizeschol-
arly interest in, the complex drivers and social implications of contemporary issues of health and 
healthcare. Over the course of recent decades, health and healthcare have been subject to intel-
lectual curiosity, scrutiny, and political contestation (e.g. People’s Health Movement et al. 2022). 
Such discussions have provoked their fair share of ethical and political conundrums, and it is an 
understatement to say that very little has been academically or practically settled in this broad 
arena (Birn et al. 2017;ParkerandGarcía2018).Howshould‘health’and‘healthcare’bedefined?
Whoshouldbetheprimaryfocusofanalysiswhendealingwithhumanhealth?Howmuchhealth
isenough?Whatkindsofsocialmechanismshelpgeneratehealthysocieties?Whichsocialactors
andinstitutionsshouldbeinvolvedindeliveringhealthcare,andwhichshouldnot?Thesearebut
afewofthequestionsthatimmediatelyspringtomindwhenreflectingontheintricatedomains
of health and healthcare, and a wealth of corollary and subsidiary issues could easily accompany 
them.

Of course, it is possible to approach these matters from multiple conceptual and disciplinary 
perspectives, all of which contribute to our understanding of certain elements of them (Collyer 
2015). In this respect, health and healthcare are prisms through which concerns relating to identity, 
economics, politics, sociology, science, and philosophy are refracted, rendering them rich and per-
plexingfieldsofstudy.Nevertheless,conventionalexplanationsforhealthandmorbiditywithin
scholarly and policy discourse have, until recently, largely fallen into one of two broad traditions: 
biomedical and behavioral(forcriticalsurveys,see:ChernomasandHudson2013:4–5;Birnet al. 
2017: 90–2).

The former approach conceives of health as a primarily individual and biological phenomenon, 
in which the human body is the locus and source of ill-health, subject to biomedical manipulation 
and/or interventions. From this perspective, health is comprehended predominantly as the lack of 
disease, rather than as a more holistic (social, psychological, cultural) state of well-being. Con-
cretely, illness and disease are deemed the product of a combination of ‘natural’ factors – genes 
and germs – and treatment focuses on restructuring individual biology, largely through pharma-
ceuticals, surgery, or genetic intervention (Clarke et al. 2003;Yuillet al. 2011: 7–10). Conversely, 
behavioral approaches examine health and illness as a function of individual or household behav-
ior and beliefs, such that poor health is typically imputed to poor decisions or lack of volition. Ac-
cordingly,normativerecommendationscenteronutilizingacombinationofeducation,counseling
or incentive-based measures to eliminate, regulate, or circumvent self-destructive activities, as a 
meanstoengenderdesirablehealthoutcomes(Cockerham2005;BaumandFisher 2014). In differ-
entways,boththebiomedicalandbehavioralapproachesdecontextualizehealthfromitsbroader
socio-political environment, instead attributing poor health to the individual human body and/
or mind while formulating corresponding remedial measures targeting these spheres (Birn et al. 
2017:90–4;RoccaandAnjum2020).

More recently, however, an alternative approach has sought to transcend this methodologi-
cal individualism and, in doing so, has become increasingly popular within mainstream public 
health scholarship and political discourse. The social determinants of health (SDH) approach (e.g. 
Marmot andWilkinson2005;WHO2008) recognizes that healthoutcomes stem frommyriad
social factors beyond healthcare alone, and are not reducible to the products of economically or-
ganizedmedicalscience.Alternatively,inseekingtodiscernthecomplexdeterminantsofhuman
health, this tradition highlights the importance of indicators of socio-economic status (SES), such 
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as income, wealth, and education (Braveman et al.2011;BravemanandGottlieb2014).Thenow
extensive literature in this area predominantly isolates such indicators as a means to demonstrate 
their causal association with negative and/or positive health outcomes, thereby implying that se-
curing the correct balance of SES indicators would precipitate more favorable societal and/or 
global health consequences (Birn et al. 2017: Chapter 7).

Undoubtedly, SDH approaches have heightened our analytical and public awareness of in-
justices surrounding health and health delivery – a fact that was plainly evident during succes-
sive COVID waves, as the relations between inequality and ill-health became increasingly stark 
(Bambra et al. 2021).Withoutpre-existing,broadinstitutionalacceptanceof theassociationof
SES with health status among public health institutions, researchers, hospitals, and international 
organizations,discussionsconcerninginequalityandCOVIDwouldnothaveoccurredwithsuch
potencywithinmediaandgovernmentalcircles(WHO2021;Bonner2023).Nevertheless,despite
this important contribution in identifying a broad nexus of social factors shaping health outcomes, 
the SDH literature tends to disregard the ‘upstream’ social conditions and power structures that ad-
verselyaffecthealth(Navarro2009;Schofield2015).Thatis,thetraditionlargelyfailstoprogress
further up the causal chain to address how the social determinants of poor health (such as inequal-
ity) are, themselves, determined by structural factors, such as class or the systemic imperative of 
capitalism toward perpetual capital accumulation. As David Coburn (2004: 44) saliently notes 
with regard to SDH, ‘inequality or [socioeconomic status] simply refer to individuals or families 
who are higher or lower on some characteristic without any real social relationships between these, 
and without any necessary antagonism between those lower or higher’.

Hence,whilerecognizingthesignificanceofSDHstudiesinrefocusingscholarlyandpolitical
attention on social factors as the fulcrum of health and healthcare studies, the political-economic 
orientation of this collection seeks to shift how we comprehend associations between SES and 
health. It places the locus of causality not so much on socio-economic status, but rather on the 
embodied structural forces, power, and political struggles that bring about the proximate status 
ofSESindicatorsinthefirstplace(LabontéandRuckert2019;SellandWilliams2020;Waitzkin
et al. 2020). As formulated across this volume, the political economy of health is concerned with 
criticallyanalyzingthehistoricallyspecificnexusofpolitical-economicstructures,processes,and
social relations that constitute conditions in which people live and work, and thereby engender 
particular individual and societalpatternsofhealth,illness,andwell-being(Krieger2011;Cher-
nomas and Hudson 2013). Concomitant to this, the political economy of healthcare addresses 
the impact of these political-economic forces on the production, distribution, and consumption 
ofhealthservices,andthemannerinwhichthelatterreflectsthepowerrelationsofthesocieties
withinwhichmedicalinstitutionsoperate(Waitzkin1978;Baer1982).

In short, the capacity of individuals and societies to enjoy a healthy life is not solely  attributable 
to biomedical factors, individual lifestyles, or the presence of particular socio- economic 
 indicators. Rather, all of these are shaped by systemic political-economic dynamics and social 
relationsthatdeterminetheenvironmentinwhichwefunction(Mooney2012;MaryaandPatel
2021). In the context of antagonistic class relations within capitalism, political economy stresses 
thedegreetowhichcapitalutilizesitsstructurallyadvantageouspositiontoeffectpoliticaland
organizationaloutcomesthatbringaboutormaintaintheinequalitiestaxonomizedbySDHre-
searchers(Navarro2002;NavarroandMuntaner2004).Whilethelatterappositelypointstothe
social nature of health injustice – for example as arising from factors such as uneven access to 
affordable social housing, poor education, income and wealth inequality, or inadequate welfare 
systems – political economy insists that the latter is neither incidental nor accidental. Rather, 
class power and class struggle – however subtly arranged, regulated, or reinforced – are largely 
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responsible for the inequalitieswenow recognizemorebroadlyas affectinghealthandwell-
being (Coburn 2010).

To illustrate, many recent studies of mental health have usefully avoided biologically deter-
ministic explanations of problems such as anxiety and depression, by instead locating their social 
determinants in factors such as employment instability, discrimination, inequality, adverse life 
experiences, poor education, familial instability, and isolated or destitute residential and working 
conditions (e.g.ComptonandShim2015;Alegríaet al. 2018). Yet, as Jana Fey’s contribution to 
this volume reveals, the proliferation of such factors must be comprehended as, at least partly, 
havingbeenpropelledbyeffortsfromcapitalandcapitaliststateinstitutionstoneoliberalizethe
governance of multiple spheres of social life over recent decades. As a means to secure ongoing 
capital accumulation, however, these endeavors have undermined the social conditions for mental 
health–whetherthroughthecommodificationofdesireandleisure,codifyingincreasinglypre-
cariousworkingconditionsandhomeownership,orintroducingmultipleroundsoffiscalausterity
(Matthews 2019). Thus, as Vicente Navarro (2009: 423) pithily quips: ‘[i]t is not inequalities that 
kill people […] it is those responsible for these inequalities that kill people’.

In idiosyncratically developing this agenda across their respective chapters, the contributions 
to this Handbookstandontheshouldersofgiantsinthefield–fromLouis-RenéVillermé,Rudolf
Virchow,andFriedrichEngels,toLesleyDoyal,HowardWaitzkin,VicenteNavarro,JulianTudor-
Hart, andGavinMooney– toanalyze thecomplexpolitical-economicdeterminantsofmyriad
contemporary health and healthcare issues. In doing so, as with political-economic analysis more 
broadly, there is also a strong tendency among chapters to develop their accounts through eschew-
ing the traditional division of labor erected between disciplines within the social sciences (see 
also: Navarro 1976: viii). Instead, the volume brings together an array of authors seeking to dem-
onstrate the saliency of political economy for comprehending contemporary health and healthcare 
practices by embracing interdisciplinary insights from diverse scholarly domains, such as history, 
epidemiology, political science, anthropology, and sociology. The resulting studies present wide-
rangingandcriticalreflectionsontheperniciouseffectsofneoliberalismandcapitalismonhealth,
while also demonstrating the need to rethink the political means to redress these concerns.

Structure of the volume

Inarticulatingthisagenda,thechaptersinthisvolumeareapportionedacrossfivedistinctsec-
tions. Part onefeatureschaptersreflectingonthepoliticaleconomyofhealthandhealthcarefrom
different theoretical traditions. The objective of this section is not to provide a meta- theoretical 
framework for the Handbook as a whole. Indeed, the volume interprets political economy as 
an irreducibly pluralist endeavor, characterized by multiple, overlapping schools of thought.
Accordingly, as a means to enable readers to engage with and juxtapose ideas from each, this 
opening section introducesandcritically reflectson thecontributionofmultiple contemporary
schools – both mainstream and more critical – within the political economy of health and health-
care(seealso:Mooney2009;DavisandMcMaster2017).Eachchapterfocusesonanindividual
theoretical approach: (neoclassical) health economics, the economics of conventions, Marxism, 
post-Keynesianism, feminism, new materialism, and behavioral economics.

Building on these conceptual insights, parts two and three examine the political-economic char-
acter of a variety of long-standing health and healthcare issues from around the globe. Each chap-
terreflectscriticallyontheformandimplicationsoftheseissues,byinvestigatingtheirrelation
to developments in contemporary capitalism and, in particular, the contemporary extension of 
neoliberalism. The Constitution of the World Health Organization(WHO1948:1)proclaimsthat
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‘[t]he enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the most fundamental rights 
of every human being’. Moreover, ‘[g]overnments have a responsibility for the health of their 
peopleswhichcanbefulfilledonlybytheprovisionofadequatehealthandsocialmeasures’.From
thisperspective,bymeansoftheircapacitytoinfluenceboththesocialdeterminantsofhealthand
prevailing healthcare system, states should play a key role in securing the health and well-being 
ofitscitizensasabasicright.Nevertheless,asdemonstratedbythechaptersinthesesections,the
increasinglypervasiveinfluenceofneoliberalismasarationalityofgovernanceoverthepreced-
ing four decades has seen states largely abrogate this obligation. Instead, widespread neoliberal 
policies and governance mentalities have undermined the socio-ecological conditions determin-
inghealth,whilecultivatingandinstitutionalizingcommodifiedhealthcareprimarilyasasiteof
 capital accumulation (see also: Sparke 2020). Put simply, the present political-economic context 
has generated many noxious consequences for human health and well-being.

Part fourisorganizedaroundexploringtheinterplayofthesedynamicsindetermininghealth
trends and the direction of healthcare systems in geographically specific environments. Con-
centrating on a diversity of countries and regions – from sub-Saharan Africa and post-Soviet 
Eastern Europe, to the European Union and Australia – chapters critically investigate how the 
vicissitudesofhealthandhealthcaredeliveryareintertwinedwithcontextuallyspecifichistori-
cal and contemporary political-economic processes, as well as the broader dynamics of global 
capitalism. As grimly revealed by the GCC, the interplay of these factors engenders substantial 
divergences in population health and well-being, as well as the capacity of healthcare systems to 
preventandtreatillnessanddisease(SheehanandFox2020;Serikbayevaet al. 2021;Jonesand
Hameiri 2022). Consistent with the preceding two sections, these chapters also collectively re-
veal a common ‘red-thread’ running through their case-studies: neoliberalism has fostered a shift 
from healthcare as a public good to a novel site of capital accumulation viaitscommodification,
while simultaneously producing deleterious consequences for the broader social determinants of 
population health.

Given themultifacetedmalaise afflicting health and healthcare outlined over the preceding
four sections, it remains prudent to ask: what political-economic conditions are necessary to se-
cure a more positive, equitable course in global population health and well-being, and how can 
healthcaresystemsbegearedtowardthisend?Cansuchoutcomesbeengenderedthroughrecon-
figuringcapitalisminmoreprogressivedirections,orarebroader,revolutionarysocio-ecological
transformationsrequired?Inaddressingthesecomplexnormativequestions,part five concludes 
the volume by surveying the opportunities and challenges associated with constructing alterna-
tive political economies of health and healthcare that transcend their extant neoliberal, or even 
capitalist,forms(seealso:Deppe2010;Waitzkinet al. 2018;Adler-BoltonandVierkant2022).
To thisend,contributionsanalyzea rangeofexistingsystems thatdiverge fromprevailing in-
stitutions and  ideologies – such as those of Cuban internationalism and commons-based health-
care  arrangements – and the more general lessons for political economy that can be extrapolated 
from their operation in practice.This final section also includesmore speculative accounts of
how alternative health and healthcare processes may be restructured – for instance, according to 
principles of degrowth or post-capitalism – to foster more socially just, inclusive, and effective 
outcomes.Inbothcases,chaptersunanimouslyfavorextendingpracticesofdecommodification
andreinstitutionalizingmoredemocraticpoliticalpractices,uponwhichfundamentallydifferent
health systems might be constructed.

Across each section, in keeping with our commitment to foster renewed interest in the political 
economyofhealthandhealthcareasavaluablefieldofstudy,wehavesoughttoincludeadiver-
sity of germane perspectives and issues. Nevertheless, some apposite theoretical approaches and 
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topics did not ‘make the cut’, or only receive brief mention within existing chapters. For instance, 
the traditions of institutional economics(ChamplinandKnoedler2008;Hodgson2008;Josifidis
and Supic 2022) and social economics(Davis2001;DavisandMcMaster2017)presentpowerful
theoretical alternatives to the prevailing neoclassical school informing mainstream ‘health eco-
nomics’ and, thus, warrant further elaboration in future research. Moreover, the particular implica-
tions of capitalism for the health and healthcare needs of Indigenous groups(SaggersandWalter
2007;Ullah2016)andqueer communities (Padilla et al. 2007;Bell2020)aregermaneissuesthat
remain comparatively underexplored within extant political-economic literature.

Moreover, as acutely highlighted during the GCC, capitalism also engenders contradictory 
political-economic processes that have deleteriously affected population health by perpetuating 
racialized (LasterPirtle2020;McClureet al. 2020) and developmental inequalities (Birn et al. 
2017;LabontéandRuckert2019)withinandbetweencountries.Suchinequalitieshavealsofed
into contemporary problems of addiction(YoungandMarkham2017;Courtwright2019),which
have been especially pronounced in the ongoing opioid epidemic sweeping across the Americas 
(Pereira2021;Hansenet al. 2023). Finally, as the ecological rhythms of the Earth continue to be 
detrimentally affected by climate change, the complex interrelations between these and capital-
ism in determining global planetary health (GillandBenatar2020;BaerandSinger forthcom-
ing) promise to become an increasingly prominent topic in coming decades. Readers interested 
in further exploring these important themes should consult the illustrative sources for each listed 
above,inconjunctionwiththebroaderreflectionsonthepoliticaleconomyofhealthandhealth-
care explored in this volume.

Looking forward

This Handbook was prepared in the midst of yet another capitalist crisis that menaced the con-
tinued well-being of societies. In turn, it was submitted in early 2023 when COVID-19 remained 
a virulent – if less politically deliberated – threat to population health, especially in the con-
textofthecontinuedobstinacyofneoliberalism(Šumonja2021;Woodet al. 2023). The volume, 
thereby, emerges in a context in which the importance of health for politics, as well as the political- 
economic character of health, could not be more prescient. Since early 2020, the world has been 
inthegripsofthenovelcoronavirus,itsvariants,andnowsubvariants.Withcloseto610million
reported cases and 6.5 million deaths at the time of writing, COVID-19 has demonstrated not only 
the critical importance of public health, but also the general centrality of political-economic issues 
tohealthandwell-being.Whetherconsideringgeographicaldisparitiesandresource-poorhealth-
caresettings;unequalaccesstocare;deeprelationshipsbetweeninequality,race,andpoorhealth
outcomes;North-Southdisparitiesinaccesstomedicines;ortheextraordinarilyageistresultsof
austerity, long-term care, and residential outbreaks, the ongoing pandemic has thrust the political-
economic character of health and healthcare heavily into the spotlight.

By subjecting the latter to scrutiny with regard to a wide range of issues and within diverse geo-
graphical contexts, we hope that this volume facilitates a rejuvenation of debate over the complex 
social determinants of health. Indeed, we consider the book less a ‘handbook’ in the conventional 
sense – as an introductory reference to various topics – and more a ‘reader’ compiling a range of 
argumentative pieces, deliberately designed to provoke critical discussion and future scholarly 
work. That is, we wish for the chapters contained herein to contribute to shifting the epistemologi-
callocusofdeliberationsonhealthandhealthcarefromtheconfinesofneoclassicaleconomics
and neoliberal policies, toward more capacious formulations of their political-economic character. 
In the present conjuncture, this task is more salient than ever.
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Nevertheless,whilenecessary,thisstepaloneremainsinsufficientasameanstoachievemore
amenable conditions for human health. Renewed scholarly concern with the political economy 
ofhealthandhealthcareasafieldofstudymustbecomplementedbytheinvolvementofsocial
movements capable of struggling for progressive or radical political alternatives across this ter-
rain(PanitchandLeys2009;Waitzkinet al. 2018).Wedonot,inthisregard,predictanysudden
regression of the current neoliberal orientation of health and healthcare due to the publication of 
this volume. Instead, for scholars and activists seeking to secure transformative health outcomes 
in a post-GCC era, we tender this Handbook as a kind of clarion call for political strategy. As the 
following chapters demonstrate, the quality of health and healthcare systems remain products of 
material and ideological determinants that, themselves, must be contested and reoriented in order 
to effect alternative outcomes.

For instance, as Patrick Neveling’s contribution reveals, the appalling occupational health and 
safety (OH&S) conditions confronting workers in the global garment industry have not simply 
arisen from the actions of negligent individual employers. Rather, they stem from numerous his-
toricalinstitutions,policies,andlawscodifiedbycapitaliststatesthatprioritizeaccumulationover
workersafety,aswellasglobalizedcommoditychainsthatbothminimizecapitalinvestmentin
technology and circumvent expenditure on OH&S for ‘undeserving’ workers. Effectively redress-
ing such concerns necessitates locating the capitalist state, the garment industry, and the exploita-
tivedynamicsofglobalcapitalismassitesofpoliticalcontestation(seealso:Heino2013;Lax
2020). The broader implication here is that, while illness and death are an inevitable part of human 
life, the dynamics of neoliberalism and capitalism accelerate and magnify this reality in avoidable 
ways. As such, ‘the demand for a healthier society is, in itself, the demand for a radically different 
socio-economic order’ (Doyal 1979: 296–7).

In this respect, while its constitutive chapters adopt multiple, sometimes incommensurable po-
litical angles on issues of health, the volume as a whole should contribute to the formulation of 
politicalstrategiescenteredonwhatSlavojŽižek(2017)hascalledthe‘courageofhopelessness’.
ForŽižek,itisself-defeatingtotrustinthedeceptiveoptimismofapromisedprogressivefuture
when confronted by breakdowns in the existing political-economic order. Indeed, ‘the light at 
the end of the tunnel is probably the headlight of another train approaching us from the opposite 
direction’(Žižek2017:xii).Conversely,despairing at the perpetual failure of techno-managerial 
and neoliberal reforms within the status quo and, thus, acknowledging the gravity of the current 
conjuncture may foster decisive political action and the pursuit of more radical transformation 
(see also:Žižek2023).ToparaphraseRomainRolland’s (1920) famousmaxim, thenecessary
optimismofthewillforemancipatorypoliticalactionmustfirstbenourishedbyasubstantialpes-
simism of the intellect.

The chapters of the Handbook contribute to this orientation by explicating (i) the scope and 
scale of contemporary health and healthcare challenges, and (ii) their intimate relation to the rou-
tine operation of neoliberal policies and the structural dynamics of capitalism. Hence, the volume 
challenges critical scholars and activists hoping to address (i) to confront the inherent  limitations – 
the‘hopelessness’–ofacquiescingto(ii)astheultimatehorizonforactionand,thus,ofpursuing
incremental political solutions to eventually render the status quo more palatable. In the crisis-
ridden conjuncture of contemporary capitalism, the effects of neoliberalism in eviscerating the 
socio-ecologicalconditionsofhealthhavebeenrecognizedandweaponizedbyFar-Rightmove-
ments(Stuckler2017;FalkenbachandHeiss2021;LabontéandBaum2021).Forinstance,the
latter have promulgated forms of ‘welfare chauvinism’ – promising maintenance or augmentation 
ofwelfarebenefitsforcoreconstituencies,whiledisregardingminorities(Greer2017).Thiswas
notoriouslyexemplifiedin2016byplacardsadorningthe‘Brexitbus’undertakingtoremedyUK
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health concerns upon leaving the EU by reallocating an additional £350 million each week to 
the NHS. Analogously, we hope that the contents of the book may prompt progressive and radi-
calsocialforcestoreflectontheneedtoembrace the inescapably dire consequences for health 
and healthcare propagated by neoliberalism and capitalism. The associated ‘despair’ arising from 
recognizingthehopelessnessofattemptingto‘fix’thestatusquoviaperennialtechno-managerial
tinkering may, in turn, prompt these movements to channel their efforts toward systemic political-
economicchangetosecuremoreefficaciousandequitablehealthoutcomes.

On this semi-sanguine note, we would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge and express 
our appreciation to those who have helped bring this undertaking to fruition. Despite the demand-
ing,oftengloomycontextinwhichitwasconceivedandorganizedoverthepastfewyears,ithas
been a pleasure to work together to prepare the Handbook.Inthisrespect,wefirstwishtothank
each other, as co-editors, for the opportunity to develop a project collectively in a research area of 
substantialsocialimport.Wearealsosincerelygratefultoallchapterauthorsfortheirexcellent
contributions and ongoing commitment to the project, especially when many divided their exper-
tise between academia and working as medical professionals during the GCC. Our heartfelt thanks 
go out to Andy Humphries at Routledge for his patience, enthusiasm, and sage advice on the 
volume during its extended compilation and gestation. Thank you, too, to the team at Routledge 
fortheirfineworkinhelpingtoensurethebook’sproductionwasastraightforwardandpositive
experience. Finally, to our families and loved ones, we must extend our warm appreciation for 
your enduring support while the book was completed – especially given two new additions were 
bornduringitsproduction!Wehopethatthisvolumewillcontributeinsomesmallwaytorevital-
izingdebateoverthecomplexpoliticaleconomyofhealthandhealthcaresothattheyandfuture
generations may contribute to a world in which capital accumulation is subordinated to the health 
and welfare of humanity and the planet.

Note
 1 Similarly, despite the GCC manifestly demonstrating the pernicious repercussions of neoliberalism for 

both population health and healthcare systems, the latter continues to delimit the ideological horizon
for public health discourse (Primrose et al. 2020). Since the outbreak of the pandemic, mainstream po-
litical deliberations have largely disregarded the potential for introducing alternative measures designed 
torestructuretheneoliberalsubsumptionofsocialreproductiontocapital throughreconfiguringexist-
ing health systems. Instead, public policy aspirations have remained been oriented toward facilitating 
the prompt resumption of economic activity withinextantneoliberalstructures(Šumonja2021;Wallace
2023;Woodet al. 2023) – that is within ‘the partition of the sensible’ (Rancière 1998).
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